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Pastor and cofounder of the Bethel School of Ministry Kris Vallotton walks Christians through the

profound process of discovering their true identity and experiencing the wonder of their kingdom

purposes.Christians are often told that they were born with a purpose that reaches beyond their

human strivings, but most are not sure how to break past the daily struggles holding them back,

much less how to fully step into their callings.As a pastor and the cofounder of the Bethel School of

Ministry, Kris Vallotton has been teaching Christians all over the world how to walk in wholeness

and purpose for more than seventeen years. In Destined to Win, he passes on the lessons that will

help readers discover who they really are, overcome destructive behaviors, and become equipped

for their kingdom purposes.Confronting the challenges that limit Christiansâ€”such as living shackled

by past pain, fear, and unforgivenessâ€”Vallotton offers practical solutions to the ofÂten-complex

problems that undermine their destinies and derail their purÂposes. With personal stories and

biblical teaching, Destined to Win combines practical wisdom and profound revelation to unlock the

latent potential present in each person.
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Kris Vallotton is the senior associate leader of Bethel Church in Redding, California, where he has

served with Bill Johnson for more than three decades. His prophetic insight and humorous delivery

make him a much-sought-after international conference speaker. Kris is also the cofounder and

senior overseer of Bethel School of Ministry, which has grown to more than 2,100 full-time students,



as well as the founder of Moral Revolution, an organization dedicated to cultural transformation. He

has appeared on numerous media outlets, including The 700 Club. Kris and his wife, Kathy, live in

Redding, California. Â 

Destined to Win seamlessly strings together personal accounts with Biblical truths in order to guide

the reader into an understanding that we have been set up to succeed by the Father. Kris Vallotton

relates to readers from all walks of life as he retells his own and others' stories in authentic and

relatable ways. Being in the Bethel culture, much of what Kris has written is how the community

here is challenged to operate on a daily basis. However, by chapter 10, I was glued to the book.

This chapter, called Walking Out of Pain, is where Kris reveals how people can be "alive yet bound,"

giving examples of characteristics of these people like always feeling like something's about to go

wrong, living with a high level of anxiety, and struggling to trust people. He then gives practical tips

to confronting the pain and being able to walk out of it.I would highly recommend this book to

anyone who is desiring to go deeper in their mindset to walk out life fully free and fully alive.

IÃ¢Â€Â™ve listened to many of KrisÃ¢Â€Â™ messages online, and what I love about Destined to

Win is that it pulls together many of the highlights from those sermons, and packs it into one book!

ItÃ¢Â€Â™s pretty much a powerhouse on how to grow personally, relationally and spiritually. Kris

addresses topics such as the love of God, forgiveness, boundaries, finding your people (and

place!), and the importance of recognizing your season and how to thrive in it.The chapter on

Ã¢Â€ÂœWalking Out of PainÃ¢Â€Â• is one that has been really helpful to me. He talks about facing

our fears, the importance of vision in the midst of the process, strengthening the broken places, and

(my favorite at this stage in life!) pacing yourself through pain. Walking through pain to wholeness is

a journey!This book can be used in many different applications as he offers very practical

suggestions on how to build teams of leaders, whether for a business, church, or for personal

growth/accountability, and includes several lists of questions designed to help guide you towards

building a successful team. He also writes about honing in on our core values and creating

structures that support our calling and vision in a particular season.I love how Kris is so down to

earth, fun, vulnerable, and real- the way he writes makes reading this book seem like reading a

letter from a friend. He shows us how to live in the everyday moments with expectation that God is

with us, and that encounters with God can happen at any time, to bring heaven to earth. In our

hearts, in our relationships, and in our world as the ripple effect of the love of God starts in us and

touches the lives around us.



The more I read Kris V's material the more I appreciate him as a man and as a culture-shaper.

Destined to Win is brilliant. It takes us on a journey from socially disqualified to mature son and

fellow bond servant. This book is a must read for those who feel disqualified by circumstances,

others or even themselves. I more than recommend it, I propose it is an important step in the

process of permanently walking out of being disqualified and into the fullness of an intimate,

released and revealed son. "For the earnest expectation of the creation eagerly waits for the

revealing of the sons of God". Romans 8:19.

Wow! This couldn't have came at a better time! After reading this book I can't tell you how much

God used this to help me in every single aspect of my life. And that isn't just a flattering exaggerated

statementm I mean it. Being an entrepreneur, the wisdom in this book hit home in more ways than

one for me. Thank you Kris!Read if you:1) Need discernment and clarity involving God's plan for

you.2) Understanding the how others play a big role in your life.3) Discovering hidden greatness

inside of you God has placed.4) There are too many things to say.Let me be vulnerable for a

second. After reading this book I was challenged and convicted. A lot of junk in my life came to the

surface that God brought to light by the spirit of truth on these pages. But I couldn't be any more

thankful for that. I believe this is definitely a NOW word for anyone. I felt like I had a spiritual

chiropractic adjustment... and I feel so much better. If you are reading this Kris, Thank you for this

book. I do plan to put this on my yearly rotation. Be blessed today and invest in yourself! This book

is worth it!

Kris's new book is the best book hands down that I've read in 2017. It such a powerful reminder that

if God can use someone like Kris with a high school education and raise up world changers in this

generation then he use a "polar opposite" like myself who the doctors wrote off as "brain-damaged,

speech impediment, LD" to go in my weakness to raise up world changers that are disabled, then

God can use anyone in their weakness. Such a good book! Thank you Kris!

I just got this book in the mail from my wonderful Alaskan man. As the book is sitting on my counter

waiting for me to read it, I realized that in my core I struggle with winning. When I was a little girl, my

brother would beat me up severely every time I would win at a game. I decided it was not fun to win.

I did not like the beatings and the jealousy so I would let him and others win. Funny how just the title

of this book would address an issue in my heart..Ready set go.....today I start the book. I know it will



be a five star book because Kris is a 5 star man. If you ever get a chance to listen to Kris speak, you

would want to read every book he writes.Kris, my hubby and I really appreciate you!!!!!! Also, a big

thanks to your wife. We appreciate how she has loved YOU so well.

This may be my favorite Vallotton book yet! Full of raw, real stories and promises to help unlock

your destiny in Jesus. One more example of the Kingdom to Earth model and one that is

encouraging and challenging for the youngest to the most "experienced" believer. If you don't know

that you are destined to win, then you need to read, Destined to Win!
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